
Don’t have a tantrum at the table 
just because you’re having rutabaga 
ratatouille for the third day in a row. 

have a cow!

have a cow!

Don’t

Do
Drink your milk, which 
comes from thousands of 
Holstein dairy cows,  
each with its own black 
and white markings. 

 WRITE your own 
cowtoon in the bubbles

Cowtoon

DRAW a different black and 
white design for each cow and 
write her name underneath.

Here are some ideas: 

Bessie

 Dotty

Daisy   



Robber Raccoon

Kitty Burglar

Kitty Burglar

3) Draw a 
black T 
nose  
and line.

2) Add two 
beady 
eyes in 
triangles.

1) Draw two 
arched 
ears 
and a 
squiggle.

Someone got into the 
cookie jar and took the 
last cookie. Can you 
identify the thief from the 
pawprints left behind? 
Here’s a clue: Cats and 
mice walk on their tiptoes. 
Raccoons walk on flat feet.

DRAW each suspect in its 
box. Then draw bars over 
the one that you think is 
the cookie thief.

4) Add three  
squiggly 
curves.

5) Make two arms 
and four paws 
with claws.

6) Add a striped 
tail and fur.

2) Add two 
staring eyes...

3) and a  
V-button nose.

4) Draw angle
arms and...

5) loopy legs 
and toes. 1) Draw two 

pointy 
ears, a 
squiggle...

2) two 
watchful 
eyes...

3) a T-nose 
and five 
curves.

4) Draw four  
squiggly curves...

6) Add a curvy tail,  
whiskers and stripes.

6) Add a curvy tail 
and whiskers.

1) Draw two 
loopy ears.

5) four lines and 
four paws.

 Wash 
   your 
  paws 
before you eat.

Robber Raccoon
Squeak

the Thief



Don’t stuff your face! 
Chipmunks stuff their 
cheeks with seeds and 
nuts, but they don’t eat 
them all at once. Instead, 
they bury their goodies  
to eat later in the winter. 

Chip has forgotten where he put his stash of six acorns.  
Use the clues to find where each acorn is located and put it  
in the picture. The first one is done for you.

1. Don’t kick! One acorn is between the pine tree and the soccer ball.

2. See red! One is between the house and the tree with red leaves.

3. Mellow yellow! One is between the worm and the tree with yellow leaves.

4. Swing low! One is underneath the swing.

5. Meow, bow-wow! One is between the cat and the white dog.

6. Welcome home! One is under the welcome mat.

DRAW CHIP’S ACORNS.

1) Draw a  
curvy curve.

2) Attach  
two curves.

3) Make an  
eye, nose  
and whiskers.

4) Add a squiggly C.

5)  Draw a 2 and 
three V’s.

6) Add loopy fingers 
and toes.

7) Make a swirl 
stripe and 
squiggle tail.

DRAW CHIP.



What’s missing? Each of these  
four plates should have the  
same four foods on it. 

  DRAW the missing food on each plate.

     DRAW a design on the tablecloth.

DON’T TAKE 

FOOD

FROM 
SOMEONE ELSE’S 

PLATE.


